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Review of Free respons etor Sevnegkl T6+
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Condder the closed qrnre in Se 4rplane gtven by

f +2x+)4 +4Y = 5.

(al show ru, 4 = :,('r 
+ t)

La, o...,w*, A-ryq
(b) Write ao egradon for rbe line uqcot ro rbc cunre u thc point (-e l).

(c) Flnd tbc coordisstff of &e nro polnu on 6e eurve whae the llre tangrnt to dre oin e is verdcal.

N0 ct+l-c-

Graph of /'
k)

Find the following:
The intervals where the graph of / is increasing or
decreasing
The critical values of f
The relative extrema of f
The intervals where the graph of / is concave up or

concave down and the points of inflection of f



A particle moves sJong the x-axis so thst i., velocity v at time r, for 0 g , s 5, is given by
'{,t) =1"(t2 -3, +3}. Thcparticreisutposirion x= 8 attime / = 6.
(a) Find &e accclcration of thc particle at time r = 4.t' ff m; ;:f: :X,ffifi;: #lfffiparticre 

ciungcs direction. During whicrr
(c) Find &cposition ofthc particle at time r _ 2.
(d) Find dre average speed ofthe paifieb over the iaten al 0 s , < 2.
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Let / be a function defined on tire closed intervar -3 < r ( 4 with
,f (0) : 3. The graph of f', the derivative of /, consists of one line
segment and a semicircle, as shown above.

(a,) On what intervals, if any, is / increasing? Justify your answer.
(b) Find the r-coordinate of each point of in{lection of the graph of /

on the open intervat -S < r < 4. Justify your answer.
(") Find an equation for the line tangent to the graph of / at the

point (0,3).

(d) Find /(-3) and/(4). Show the work that leads to your answers.

O.sph of /'
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4. A particle moves along the -r-axis with velocity at time r > 0 given by v(r) = -l + er-t

(a) Find the acceleration of the particle attime t = 3.

(b) Is the speed of the particle increasing at time t = 3 ? Give a reason for your answer.

(c) Find all values of t at which the particle changes direction. Justify your answer.

(d) Find the total distance traveled by the particle over the time interval 0 < r < 3.
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6. Consider the currc deflned by &f t fuzy - LI* +6y :t.
(a) Showthat # :ffi
(b) Write aB equstiou of each borizontal tsqgent line to tbe cune.
(c) The line througb tbe origin with dope -1. is tang€nt to the curve at poiut

and y-oordinates of point p.
P. Find the r-
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The rate of fuel consumption, in gallons per minute, recorded

twice-differentiable and strictiy increasing function R
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of time f. The graph of .B and a table of selected

values of .B(t), for the time interval 0 S , < g0

minutes, are shown above.

(u) Use data from the table to find an approximation

for ,R'(aS). Show the computations that lea.d to

your answer. Indicate units of measure.

(b) The rate of fuel consumption is increasing fastest at

during an airplane flighi is given by a

R(li
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time I : 45 minutes. What is the value of
R"(45) ? Explain your reasoning.

(.) Approximate the value of 
Ino /i(l)df using a left Riemann sum with the five subintervals indicated

by the data in the table. Is this numerical approximation less than the vaiue of 
fo'o 

nttiar. Z

Explain your reasoning.

(d) For 0 < b < 90 minutes, explain the meaning of 
foo 

R(t)dt irr terms of fuel consumptiorr for the

plane. Explain the meanit* "f ;f RQ)dt in terms of fuel consumption for the plane. Indicate

units of measure in both answers.
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4. Apartictemovesal@gtbenaxiswiftposidonbtime rgivenby dr) = r-,strr fq 0 StSi'/r.
(a) Frndthe dm" t at whicb the particle is futhe$ b rte kft Jusrify your anllwer.

(b) Frdd ee value of the oonsr@t A for which r(4 s8dsfies tho equarion h'(t) + x,(tl+ x(r) : 6
for0<t<28.


